ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Many paper documents have now been converted to digital files. The conversion mainly works through optical recognition and many studies have been conducted to improve its efficiency. Digitalizing a music score document is a considerable challenge because music scores consist of structures that are complex and difficult to recognize. Symbols connected to five staff lines are very difficult to digitalize and are time consuming. Therefore, many systems have been designed and developed. In particular, a system is needed that can be utilized in a mobile device.
Mobile device hardware and software performance have continued to be develop. Nowadays, people can undertake similar tasks on a mobile phone to those on a PC. Thus, users desire more useful applications and a music score recognition system is needed.
In this paper, we suggest a music score recognition system for a mobile device such as a smart phone. First, because smart phones have a built-in camera module, a music score document can be captured by the camera and the image quality can be improved and blank areas removed in the preprocess stage. After preprocessing, we apply an advanced binarization method to the image. Generally, we minimize the noise in the music score documents for the experiment and then take a picture on the flat ground. However, it is difficult to obtain a noiseless image in real life. Most music scores are found within bound textbooks or hymnals. Thus, our optical recognition system needs distortion correction before staff line detection. On the other hand, when we attempt binarization or the removal of the staff line in a low quality image, some parts of the symbols become damaged. Our OMR system therefore removes the text or noise such as lyrics and conducts vertical line detection. Vertical line detection is an important algorithm in this system. Most key symbols in music scores have vertical lines that have their own position and length. We can recognize most notes and symbols using vertical line detection. Finally, an XML file and Midi file are generated to display and play the song. Fig.  1 shows the entire configuration for our system.
We present the detail contents in each section. Section 2 discusses the input phase, section 3 discusses the recognition phase, and the output phase is explained in section 4. Section 5 shows the experiment results. Lastly, we discuss some important findings and remaining challenges in the conclusion. 
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B. Distortion correction
Before the recognizing stage, the input image has some problems. When we take a picture, we need to consider the perspective of the lens, the rotation of the music sheet, and the curve of the page when the actual book is open. Our system employs the biquadratic transformation model [6] to solve these issues. Fig. 3 shows an example of a distorted image and the correct image. 
C. Staff line detection
A staff line consists of five long thin horizontal lines with an interval between each line. Various symbols and music notes are located on these lines in various positions. Our system uses the adaptive line fitting method [2] to detect the staff line. It can overcome the curved or disconnected line problem in the worst quality image. We can obtain the number of staff line groups, the position of each line, the distance between the inside staff lines, and the thickness of each line. This is an important tool for musical symbol recognition. Fig. 4 shows an example of a disconnected staff line image and the result of our method. 
D. Vertical line detection
In the previous OMR system, each symbol is separated from the image and the features are extracted. However, if a low quality image is derived from the binarization module, the symbol is broken. It is also difficult to discriminate the target symbol from the other symbols.
Also, in the previous OMR system, the staff line was removed for recognition, causing a similar problem of the loss of the original shape. In this paper, we use vertical line detection to resolve this issue.
Most notes and symbols include more than one vertical line. The extracted information from a vertical line shows a different characteristic for each symbol. Our system can verify the vertical line within a range around the area of the staff line without removing the staff line. The longest connected line in each vertical projection position is then determined. Therefore, we can remove the chord or lyric area and find the stem, bar line or a part of the symbol. The position of the vertical line, length, and thickness are results of vertical line detection. We can then find more vertical lines, dots or heads around the detected line.
Fig. 5. Vertical lines in music sheet

E. Note & Symbol recognition
Music score recognition is based on the result of staff line and vertical line detection. For each stem, we apply template matching for notes, except for whole notes. Fig. 6 shows an example of a symbol that is recognized by a vertical line. When removing the staff line, the shapes of the sharps and natural symbols are lost. Sometimes, a repeated symbol is recognized as noise. A sharp has two sequential lines and a specific position on the staff line. These two lines have the same length but the second line is higher than the first line. The repeat symbol also has two sequential lines of the same length. However, the thickness differs. In addition, the repeat has two aligned dots around the symbol. The bar line, natural, and flat symbols are recognized in a similar way. 
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